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Alcatel-Lucent Selects Compliancy Software to Automate Their Anti-Corruption Practices
October 7, 2008 -- Compliancy Software, provider of next generation GRC Plus™ solutions for automating
business processes for Governance, Risk management, and Compliance (GRC) regulations Plus any
general business processes was selected by Alcatel-Lucent to automate their anti-corruption processes
that address the Federal Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).
Alcatel-Lucent provides solutions that enable service providers, enterprise and governments worldwide, to
deliver voice, data and video communication services to end-users. Alcatel-Lucent is a global leader in
fixed, mobile and converged broadband networking, IP technologies, applications and services, offering
end-to-end solutions that enable compelling communications services for people at home, at work and on
the move with operations in more than 130 countries.
Alcatel-Lucent chose the Compliancy solution for its easy implementation of compliance regulation
controls, integrating with its general business processes, integrating across divisions in several countries,
and the flexibility of customizing the management interface to fit Alcatel-Lucent’s process structure,
terminology and usability requirements.
“Compliancy’s solution for Alcatel is a testimony to being able to address enterprise wide and global
compliance and business process automation requirements inherent in a regulation like FCPA,” said Mark
Shaw, President and co-founder of Compliancy Software. “It is unique with it flexibility and customizability
with built-in regulatory level controls structures and processes to ensure compliance of any business
process whether it is regulatory or any general business operation.”
Compliancy’s application is an integrated BPM-based automation solution that is easier to use with
integrated roles driven interfaces and its unique Individualized Task Routing™ (ITR) so that task owners
only deal with their specific tasks thus eliminating access to complex systems and significantly reducing
training and support costs. It offers advanced capabilities such as continuous control monitoring, rules
driven escalations, customizable alerts and reporting, and web services driven application integration.
About Compliancy Software
Compliancy Software provides a single application that is BPM-based for automating any business
processes with built-in compliance level controls to ensure results. Companies have the flexibility to start
anywhere and grow to address all their Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance (GRC)
requirements PLUS their general business operations such as financial processes. Compliancy Software
is experienced in a broad range of process automation implementations across multiple regulatory
compliance and business operations such Sarbanes-Oxley, FCPA, Month End Close and General Ledger
reconciliation, Budget processes, Security processes and more. Compliancy Software can provide
solutions ranging from on premise mid-market enterprise solutions to Software-as-a-Service to best fit a
company’s budget and requirements. Visit us at www.compliancysoftware.com.
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